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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

This report covers progress made during Phase 2 of a three-phase DOE-

sponsored project to develop and demonstrate the Radiation Stabilized Distributed Flux

burner (also referred to as the Radiation Stabilized Burner or RSB) for use in industrial

watertube boilers and process heaters. The goal of the DOE sponsored work is to

demonstrate an industrial boiler burner with NO. emissions below 9 ppm and CO

emissions below 50 ppm (corrected to 3 percent stack oxygen). To be commercially

successful, these very low levels of NOX and CO must be achievable without

significantly affecting other measures of burner performance such as reliability,

turndown, and thermal efficiency.

Phase I of this project demonstrated that sub-9 ppm NOXemissions and sub-

50 ppm CO emissions (corrected to 3 percent oxygen) could be achieved with the RSB

in a 3 million Btu/hr laboratory boiler using several methods of NOXreduction. During

Phase 1 the RSB was also tested in a 60 million Btu/hr steam generator used by

Chevron for Thermally Enhanced Oil Recovery (TEOR). In the larger scale tests, fuel

staging was demonstrated, with the RSB consistently achieving sub-20 ppm NOXand

as low as 10 ppm NOX. Large scale steam generator tests also demonstrated that flue

gas recirculation (FGR) provided a more predictable and reliable method of achieving

sub-9 ppm NOXlevels.

The Phase 1 market evaluation showed that participation in the industrial

burner market will require that Alzeta have the capability of supplying both a sub-30

ppm low NOXburner and a sub-9 ppm very low NO, product. The primary objective of

Phase 2 was to demonstrate and test a full scale burner design at the sub-9 ppm NO.

level. The opportunity to test at full scale was accomplished by the sale of a 125 million

Btu/hr burner as a retrofit in a watertube package boiler. This sale provided Alzeta with

a full scale site at which to demonstrate the sub-9 ppm burner without having to

guarantee sub-9 ppm performance (This customer has a sub-30 ppm NOX

requirement).

Due to a relatively small boiler firebox and higher than typical volumetric heat

release rate in this particular boiler, we had difficulty in meeting all of our Phase 2 test



objectives. Following this installation, itwas decided to do additional tests inthe60

million Btu/hr Chevron-owned steam generator used for Phase 1 tests. All Phase 2 test

objectives were met by the completion of the additional steam generator tests.

Based on the results of tests at SF Thermal and Chevron, the near term

approach selected by Alzeta for achieving low NOXis to utilize FGR. This decision was

based on a number of factors, with the most important being that FGR has proved to be

an easier approach to transfer to different facilities and boiler designs. In addition,

staging has proved difficult to implement in a way that allows good combustion and

emissions performance in a fully modulating system. Minimum system turndown of 6:1

is a typical expectation of industrial package boiler operators.

Additional objectives of the Phase 2 work included final host site selection for

the Phase 3 field demonstration and a continuing effort to reduce burner costs in order

to be commercially competitive with other very low NO. burners or other NO. reduction

techniques.

All Phase 2 project goals were met as follows:

■ The full-scale burner demonstration was completed at San Francisco

Thermal in San Francisco, California. The burner is currently tuned to

operate at sub-30 ppm NO, at 50% excess air with no staging. soot

formation, due primarily to the small furnace size of the Zurn boiler, made

staging a undesirable option for this customer.

■ Two new materials were identified as a means to further reduce the cost of

the burner. Both materials have now been tested in commercial installations

at small scale (less than 10 million Btu/hr) and are discussed in greater

detail in Section 3.

■ The single burner retrofit market was redefined to include 50,000 to 150,000

lb/hr boilers (62 million to 185 million Btu/hr). The marker for multi-burner

installations is still defined as 50,000 to 250,000 lb/hr.

H Alzeta teamed with Chevron and Babcock & Wilcox to demonstrate a sub-9

ppm NO, burner in a TEOR steamer in Bakersfield, California using FGR.

These tests were successful in that the targeted emissions levels were

achieved at approximately 3 percent stack oxygen.
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■ B&W and Alzeta have used this information in the design of the sub-9 ppm

NO. Phase 3 demonstration boiler. This new boiler design will utilize

additional heat transfer surface in the boiler firebox to more rapidly cool the

combustion products. Although new boilers can utilize an intermediate row

of water tubes, retrofit installations will probably add extended tube surface

to the existing firebox water tubes to increase heat transfer. This tradeoff is

dictated by the relatively high cost of field modifications to installed boilers.

With all Phase 2 technical goals met, Alzeta is beginning work on Phase 3.

In Phase 3, the RSB will be demonstrated as a very low emissions burner product

suitable for continuous operation in a commercial installation. As such, the Phase 3

field demonstration will represent the first installation in which the RSB will be operated

continuously with a sub-9 ppm guarantee.
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SECTION 1

INTRODUCTION

The Radiation-Stabilized Burner (RSB) was developed to overcome

limitations of traditional radiant porous surface burners. Large-scale industrial

applications of radiant porous surface burners have been limited because the low

surface heat release rate (less than 150,000 Btu/hr-ft2) of radiant burners can result in

large burner sizes and relatively high costs. The development of the RSB in 1994

dramatically reduced the size requirement and cost of the burner element while

maintaining the benefits of controlled flame shape and low emissions traditionally found

in radiant burners.

The RSB, commercialized under the name Pyromat CSB, is a premixed,

semi-radiant, natural gas burner that uses a patented technique to form radiant and

blue-flame zones adjacent to each other on the surface of a cylindrical porous metal

mat. The burner offers surface heat release rates that are up to ten times higher than

traditional radiant burners. References 1 and 2 discuss the development and

application of the RSB in more detail. Figure 1-1 is a photograph of a 60 MMBtu/hr

Pyromat CSB operating in a 50,000 lb/hr oil field steamer.

Currently the RSB can achieve 30 ppm NOXat moderate levels of excess air

and 9 ppm NOXat high levels of excess air. The goal of this project is to simultaneously

reduce NOXemissions to sub-9 ppm levels at moderate excess air levels and to extend

the application of the RSB into larger multi-burner systems.

Extending the burner into larger boiler applications will require designing

larger burner elements and applying multiple burner elements into a single furnace. The

size of the largest single burner element manufactured by Alzeta has increased from 62

MMBtu/hr in 1994 to 180 MMBtu/hr in 1997, with the 180 MMBtu/hr single burner

element being large enough to provide the total heat requirement of a 150,000 lb/hr

boiler. Thus, boilers over 150,000 lb/hr capacity will require multiple burner elements.

The RSB uses a patented technique, combining radiant and blue-flame

surface zones, to lower NO. emissions relative to fully perforated burners. This

selectively perforated technique offers several advantages over fully perforated

burners:
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. Lower NO. emissions at a fixed excess air level

. Greater flame stability allowing operation with high flue gas recirculation

(FGR) levels or low Btu fuels

● Greater operating range without combustion-induced noise

This “striped” perforation pattern is shown in Figure 1-2. Two mechanisms

contribute to the NOXreduction in the RSB. The first mechanism is a more rapid post-

flame cooling of each blue-flame zone via the gas phase radiation mechanism. By

spreading the flame over a larger surface, the gas layer thickness at any specific

location on the burner is thin (relative to that of a conventional burner) and can more

rapidly transfer energy to the process.

A second effect is the direct “flue gas recirculation” effect produced by the

entrainment of the products of combustion from the adjacent radiant zones into the

blue flame. In the radiant zone, the combustion reaction is completed a few millimeters

downstream of the burner surface. The combustion products initially serve to stabilize

the attachment of the blue flame above the perforated portion of the burner as well as

introduce their somewhat lower energy gases into that blue flame. Both of these effects

reduce the flame temperature and the corresponding NO. formation rate.

1.1 PROJECT ORGANIZATION

The project is divided into three phases that allow an orderly scale up of the

burner technology. The phases are summarized below

■ Phase 1: Laboratory Demonstration. To accomplish this task, Alzeta

used a combination of testing and analysis. Laboratory testing was

conducted in Alzeta’s 3 MMBtu/hr watertube boiler and a 50,000 pound per

hour (62 MMBtu/hr) oil field steamer operated by Chevron USA in

Bakersfield, California. Alzeta also used its PROF (PRemixed One

dimensional Flame) code to verify the experimental NO. performance of the

burner in both the laboratory and the field. Phase 1 laid the ground work for

Phases 2 and 3 by defining the market for new and retrofit burners,

developing new boiler concepts that take advantage of the RSB, and

locating a host site for the Phase 3 demonstration.

1-3
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Figure 1-2. RSB Field Test for 62.5 MBtuhr TEOR Boiler. Striped pattern
of perforated and nonperfomted metal mat is clearly visible.
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1.2

■ Phase 2: Concept Validation at Pilot Scale

A pilot scale burner system was designed, fabricated, and tested in a single

burner application which was a 100,000 lb/hr, Zum “0 type boiler in San

Francisco. Results of the Phase 2 testing are discussed in this report and

will be incorporated into the design of the Phase 3 system. Additionally in

Phase 2, two new materials were qualified for use with the RSB to further

lower the cost to allow a better acceptance in the market.

H Phase 3: Concept Demonstration

A full-scale burner system will be fabricated based on the tests performed in

Phase 2. This system will be designed to operate continuously at the project

targets of sub-9 ppm NO. and sub-50 ppm CO (corrected to 3 percent stack

oxygen). Certified emissions tests will be performed before and after the

host site facility modification to assess the impact of the new technology.

The results will be published in a final report and presented at a technical

conference.

NO. REDUCTION TECHNIQUES

To achieve sub-9 ppm NO, emissions with the RSB, dramatic reductions in

both NOX emissions and excess air requirements were needed. After reviewing the

available literature on NOX reduction techniques, Alzeta selected the most promising

techniques to evaluate both experimentally and analytically and applied them to the

existing RSB. The techniques included:

1. High excess air operation to reduce flame temperatures and corresponding
thermal NOXformation rates

2. Improved internal FGR using an optimized selectively perforated pattern on

the surface of the metal fiber matrix burner

3. External FGR to reduce flame temperatures and corresponding NOX

formation rates

I

4. Fuel staging, or the addition of raw fuel downstream of the lean premixed

main burner.
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5. Combined FGR and fuel staging techniques

The relative advantages and disadvantages of each technique are discussed below.

1.2.1 High Excess Air

Earlier work with the RSB (Reference 1) demonstrated that NO. emissions

below 9 ppm (corrected to 3 percent 02) are possible at 50 percent excess air. In fact,

any desired NOXemissions level can be achieved by a simple excess air adjustment to

provide a low NO. burner (less than 30 ppm) or a very low NO. burner (less than 9

ppm). The advantage of this NOXreduction technique is its simplicity in controls and its

high reliability and low maintenance requirements. However, for many industrial

processes, the additional excess air needed to reduce the NO. emissions results in an

unacceptable loss in thermal efficiency that has greatly limited its acceptance in the

marketplace.

1,2.2 Internal FGR

Internal FGR techniques rely on recirculation of the furnace gases within the

radiant section of the furnace into the reaction zone of the burner to reduce the peak

flame temperature and corresponding thermal NO, formation rate. High burner throat

velocities are used to induce the recirculation zones.

In contrast, the RSB uses a selectively perforated metal burner surface to

induce its own unique internal FGR. However, because the flame is distributed over a

large burner surface, less furnace gas is recirculated into each blue-flame zone relative

to a diffusion burner which has far greater momentum. Further NO. reductions may be

possible by further optimizing the selectively perforated pattern on the burner surface.

This could be achieved by increasing the blue-flame jet velocities to induce more

furnace gases. However, the momentum of the blue-flame jet is limited by the low

pressure of the premixed reactants available in the burner plenum and the large

surface area of the burner. A higher pressure combustion air blower could be used to

increase the available premix pressure, but a significant operating cost penalty is

incurred.
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1.2.3 External FGR

The addition of external flue gas to the main flame is an effective and

commontechnique to reduce peak flame temperaturesand correspondingthermal NO.

emissions. In external FGR, a portion of the flue gas downstream of the convection

section is pumped to the burner using an existing or auxilia~ blower and mixed with the

combustion air.

In conventional low NO. burners, NO. emissions decrease as the level of

FGR increases until the stability limit of the burner is reached. The amount of flue gas

recirculated is often limited by burner stability and is usually limited to a maximum of

about 20Y0. Above this level, burner stability is compromised and excessive CO

emissions can result. For conventional low NOXburners, the stability limit is reached

well before 9 ppm NO. emissions are achieved.

The major benefit of using FGR as a NO, reduction technique on the RSB is

that FGR is well understood and accepted, and its effectiveness with the RSB has

already been demonstrated in Alzeta’s laboratory (See Figure 1-3). Because the RSB

is a fully premixed surface combustion burner it can operate at higher levels of FGR

without excess CO emissions or stability problems. Thus, external FGR was

investigated as a NOXreduction technique for Phase i.

There are efficiency penalties associated with external FGR. First, the

additional flow through the boiler reduces the heat transfer and raises the stack

temperature slightly resulting in a lower thermal efficiency. Second, the additional

brake horsepower needed to pump the flue gas through a larger primary fan (or a

separate smaller fan) increases electrical energy costs to operate the boiler.

While both high excess air operation and external FGR lower thermal

efficiency and increase operating costs, external FGR is preferred over additional

excess air because some of the energy lost in the stack can be recovered by

reintroducing it into the burner as preheated (but vitiated) combustion air.

FGR can be particularly difficult to apply to package boilers because of the

relatively large pressure drop built into package boilers to keep the foot print small.

Reference 3 discusses the costs associated with FGR in more detail. Because of the

operating penalty associated with an FGR solution, a problem that is most pronounced

with package boilers, an external FGR solution was pursued as a contingency option at

1-7
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the beginning of Phase 2. Full-scale tests completed at two field sites during Phase 2

have now made external FGR the preferred Iow-NOX approach with the RSB.

1.2.4 Fuel Staging

Fuel staging is a technique where fuel is introduced into two separate

combustion regions, one very lean and the other fuel-rich. This is a common NO.

reduction technique for diffusion burners and can be combined with FGR to further

lower NO. emissions.

In the first stage, the burner is operated very lean (high excess air) to reduce

thermal NO. formation. Once the first stage has radiated a portion of its energy to

reduce its flame temperature by a few hundred degrees, the second, fuel-rich stage is

introduced. The secondary fuel is introduced downstream of the first stage to consume

the unreacted oxygen and is introduced in such a way to induce furnace gases to cool

the reaction while not forming excessive CO levels. This type of staging is referred to

as fuel staging, because fuel is added in the second stage.

Although fuel staging techniques had not been tried on surface combustion

burners at an industrial scale prior to the start of the DOE project, the RSB appeared to

be well suited to fuel staging. The RSB had already demonstrated stable, low NOX

operation (less than 10 ppm NOX ) under very lean stoichiometric operation. A

secondary, fuel-rich combustion zone could easily be introduced over the surface of the

primaryburner by using carefully placed fuel nozzles.

The advantage of this technique with the RSB is that the primary burner is a

proven ultra-low NO, burner and is much more stable than conventional burners under

very lean conditions. There is no thermal efficiency penalty associated with fuel

staging as there is with external FGR. The advantages of fuel staging as a NO,

reduction technique were attractive enough that the technique was investigated as the

primary NOXreduction approach at the start of Phase 2.

1.2.5 Combined FGR and Fuel Staging

To achieve ultra-low NOX emissions, both FGR and fuel staging can be

combined. The recirculated flue gas can be introduced into the primary burner to

1-9



reduce NO. emissions in the first stage, or it can be introduced into the second stage to

dilute the raw fuel gas. The claimed advantage of adding the recirculated flue gases

into the fuel stream rather than the air stream is that a far smaller volume is needed to

achieve the same NO, reduction relative to conventional FGR (References 4 and 5).

Also the fuel pressure available at industrial boiler sites is often high enough to induce

sufficient amounts of flue gas to achieve very low NOXemissions. This technique does

not increase operating costs from pumping flue gas such as external FGR does. A

combination of FGR and staging could be applied to the RSB if fuel staging alone is not

sufficient to achieve sub-9 ppm NOXemissions.

1.2.6 Conclusions

After evaluating these NO. reduction strategies and reviewing the available

low NO. products on the market, Alzeta selected the fuel staging option as the most

likely to achieve the stated project technical goals and achieve market acceptance.

However, recognizing that fuel staging alone may not be sufficient in all applications to

achieve sub-9 ppm NOX emissions, alternate NO. reduction strategies were also

investigated. In order of preference, the strategies investigated were:

1. Fuel staging

2. Fuel staging combined with FGR

3. External FGR

Each of these techniques was applied to the RSB and evaluated by Alzeta in

Phase 1 of this project. A Zurn package boiler was chosen in San Francisco as a pilot

scale commercial site for Phase 2 tests. Fuel staging was selected as the most likely

option to achieve Phase 2 goals. After reviewing the initial results of the pilot scale

stati-up, it was decided to test both fuel staging and FGR in Bakersfield in the same

boiler used for testing in Phase 1. The next section discusses the results of these tests

in detail.
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SECTION 2

LABORATORY AND FIELD TEST RESULTS

This section discusses the results of the tests performed under Phase 2 of

this project. As described in the previous sections, during Phase 2 Alzeta tested both

fuel staging and FGR in a pilot scale RSB installation to simultaneously lower NO.

emissions and excess air requirements. These tests were conducted as described

below.

2.1 TEST FACILITIES

Alzeta used two facilities for the Phase 2 activities. For the initial pilot scale

test of the fuel staging concept, we installed a burner in a 125 MMBtu/hr Zum

watertube boiler located in the San Francisco Thermal facility in San Francisco,

California. This boiler was retrofitted with a CSB-36-5SO-30FS burner capable of fuel

staging. Once it was decided that more tests were needed, and because the San

Francisco site is a commercial facility with continuous operating needs, we returned to

the Chevron owned facility in Bakersfield which was used in Phase 1 of this project.

This was a steam generator originally retrofitted in 1994 with a CSB30-4S0-30 burner.

This burner was modified once for the tests in Phase 1 and again for the tests

conducted in Phase 2. The following sections briefly describe each facility.

2.1.1 100,000 Ib/hr Watertube Boiler

Alzeta sold a Pyromat CSB36-5SO-30FS burner for retrofit into a Zurn “0”

type Keystone package boiler to S.F. Thermal in San Francisco, California. S.F.

Thermal is a company that sells steam to downtown buildings for general heating and

process steam. Information on San Francisco Thermal is presented in Appendix A. The

boiler has 7926 ft? of heating surface and is capable of producing 100,000 lb/hr of

steam at 200 psig. The internal dimensions of the radiant section are 267 inches long

by 105 inches wide by 77 inches tall. This provides a heat release rate of about

100,000 Btu/ft3, which is comparable to the 3 MMBtu/hr Iaboratoty watertube boiler

2-1



used in Phase 1 of this project. A multi-pass convective section sits on either side of

the radiant section. Figure 2-1 illustrates the tube configuration for the Keystone boiler.

The boiler was equipped with two round viewports in the back wall. It was

also equipped with pressure gages on the windbox, in the burner, and inside the

furnace to assist in tuning the burner and to understand the flow dynamics. A

thermocouple was located in the stack for determining efficiency and a pollutant

emissions analyzer was inserted into the stack to verify 02 measurements and to record

real-time NOXand CO measurements.

2.1.2 50,000 lb/hr Oil Field Steam Generator

Alzeta returned to the 50,000 lb/hr oil field steam generator used in Phase 1

of this project for further tests. The steam generator, shown in Figure 2-2, has a

radiant section 9.5 feet in diameter by 37 feet long. The watertubes make one pass

through the radiant section and are 3 inches in diameter and are arranged parallel to

the centerline on 6-inch centers. The units operate at a steam pressure of 1100 psig

corresponding to a steam temperature of 550”F.

The steam generator was equipped with a Pyromat CSB30-4S0-30 burner

element. The burner was cylindrical and 30 inches in diameter by 120 inches long.

This burner was installed originally in 1994, then modified with fuel staging rings on the

end in 1995 for Phase 1. For Phase 2 tests, the active burner length was not changed,

however staging rings were added between segments and an FGR line was added to

connect the exit of the convective section to the inlet of the blower. The staging rings

placed between each segment allowed for three independent rows of air or gas to be

injected between each segment. This allowed for various staging combinations to be

tried to achieve clean mixing and low emissions. No casing gasses were used during

this test.

The steam generator was equipped with viewports in the front side and rear

walls. Temperature measurements were made from thermocouples located to measure

the gas temperature along the radiant section, the exposed and insulated tube wall

temperatures and the tube temperature before the convective section. Heat flux was

measured using a heat flux probe.
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2.2 100,000 LB/HR FUEL STAGING TESTS

The boiler at SF Thermal was equipped with a cylindrical Pyromat CSB36-

5S0-30FS burner element. The burner consisted of two parts: the primary RSB type

burner and the secondaty fuel staging injector. The burner was installed in late

September of 1996, with the first tests occurring in the first part of October. A Pyromat

CSB36-5S0-30 burner was designed to accommodate the existing furnace and

‘windbox. The dimensions of the primary burner were 30 inches in diameter by 150

inches long. The primaty burner was fully modulating and capable of firing to 90

MMBtu/hr at 60 percent excess air. If necessary the primary burner could be over-fired

to achieve full nameplate rating of 125 MMBtu/hr without using the secondary fuel

injection.

The secondary injector was located on the end of the primary and was

capable of delivering the remaining 35 MMBtu/hr of gas that was needed to reach boiler

capacity. It was important to properly distribute the staged or seconda~ fuel into a

combustion zone that was hot enough to oxidize all the fuel, but not so hot as to form

large amounts of thermal NOXin the seconda~ combustion zone. The design of the

end mounted secondaty injector was derived from the results of the Phase 1 Thermally

Enhanced Oil Recovery (TEOR) steam generator tests.

Due to a short testing window given to us by the customer, the injector was

designed so that a minimum amount of effort was required to change the injection

nozzle configuration if necessaty. The initial test points were set for a 30 percent

secondary gas staging with contingencies of 25 percent seconda~ staging, 15 percent

secondary staging and then running the primary burner only on excess air. Figure 2-3

illustrates the bumets configuration inside the boiler.

The primary objective of this test was to prove the staging concept in an

industrial pilot site. This meant demonstrating that secondary fuel staging could obtain,

as a minimum, less than 30 ppm NO, and less than 200 ppm CO at an excess air level

of 15-20 percent. A second objective was to optimize the secondary gas distribution

into the secondary flame zone and further define the variables needed to achieve the

lowest possible NO,, with sub-9 ppm NOXemissions being the target of parametric tests

prior to final system tuning. A third objective was to demonstrate the Pyromat RSB

burner as a cost effective solution when compared to other low NO. burners on the
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market. While the actual price may be somewhat higher, it was important to

demonstrate that operating costs would be lower.

In order to test burner performance, the surface combustion burner was first

operated at a reduced load under very lean conditions where very little NOXis formed.

(We had previously demonstrated NOXemissions less than 10 ppm at 8 percent stack

oxygen.) Then enough raw gas was to be distributed around the end of the burner

element to make up the additional capacity and complete the reaction so that the boiler

was operating at a more desirable 3-4 percent stack oxygen.

When the primary burner was lit, one side of the burner had some pulsations,

which is an indicator of poor mixing. This was largely due to the use of a windbox on

this boiler and is a common sight on package boilers of this type, but something Alzeta

had little design experience with. Tests were completed taking into consideration the

mixing problem, and plans were made to modify the windbox entrance for better mixing

of the gas and air.

Figure 2-4 compares the results of the “primary only” tests with the results of

the 1994 TEOR steamer data. In Figure 2-4, NO, emissions are plotted as a function of

stack oxygen, At the low end of the firing rate, the excess air was adjusted to maintain

the emissions under 30 ppm NO,. This is the reason that the curve for the unstaged

data flattens out. It can be seen from the two sets of data that the unstaged

performance is very similar to that found at the 1994 site. The curve is shifted slightly

toward higher excess air due to the different thermal conditions. This difference is very

noticeable for the staged data. Achieving the low NO. numbers at SF Thermal was not

possible in the 3-4 percent range of stack oxygen.

Another factor that probably contributed to the higher NO. values at SF

Thermal was the higher volumetric heat release rate in this boiler. Figure 2-5 shows

the NOXtrends as firing rate is varied on a plot of NO. versus percent stack oxygen

(dry). The trend shows that as the firing rate was increased the amount of NO,

generated also increased. Previous Alzeta data had shown that while NO. emissions

increased with firing rate when using the RSB, the increase was usually not significant.

However, Figure 2-5 shows that the trend increases enough to warrant attention.
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While the staging data showed trends similar to the 1994 staged data, the

staging at SF Thermal came at the cost of creating a great deal of soot. Enough soot

was created that the operators would not let the staging tests continue for more than a

minute or two at a time. The soot was generated due to the hot compact burner

environment and the short burnout region after the burner. Figure 2-6 compares CO

generated to stack oxygen. Since the flame length went up with the percent staged

gas, large amounts of CO were created as the percent staged gas was increased.

The largest percent of gas that could be staged was around 10 percent. This did not

meet Alzeta’s minimum objectives for this customer.

During the modificationsto resolve the primary burner mixing problems, the

secondary staging hardware was removed from the burner. This was done so that

there was not a need for continuous cooling of the metal work while the burner was

operating during the winter months. S.F. Thermal was willing to let us wait until the

summer of 1997 to improve their efficiency. They have only short downtimes during the

winter months since they provide the steam to heat many downtown San Francisco

offices. Figure 2-6 shows how improving the mixing also reduced the CO generation.

While reducing CO generation of the primary stage would lower the primary and

secondaty combined numbers, it would not reduce the CO emissions enough to stage

significantly larger percentages of seconda~ fuel.

Our work showed that thermal environment and the secondary fuel

distribution are critical to the emissions performance of the burner. Proper distribution

results in low NOXand CO emissions and a tight flame envelope with little chance of

flame impingement. Improper distribution can result in flame impingement, excessive

CO formation or even sooting. The operational envelope for fuel staging is defined on

the low end by turndown and distribution, and on the high end by the thermal and

geometrical conditions. More work is needed in this area to define the temperature

operating parameters available for secondary staging.
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2.3 50,000 LB/HR STEAMER FUEL STAGING/FGR TESTS

The Chevron steam generator was equipped with the CSB Pyromat burner,

fuel staging rings and Flue Gas Recirculation (FGR) piping. The burner was a Pyromat

CSB30-4S0-30 that had been used in earlier tests, but which was modified for the

Phase 2 work. The end plate on this burner was replaced with an end-cone which

reduced the unfired area on the downstream end of the burner. The burner was only

capable of firing to 35 MMBtu/hr due to fan limitations and a higher pressure drop

across the burner. Nameplate rating for the steamer is 62.5MMBtu/hr. in order to

improve mixing and distribution, the staging rings were moved from the end pIate to

between each of the segments. Each staging location contained three compact rings

of nozzles capable of staging air or natural gas. This would allow for firing one ring of

fuel and one or two rings of air, or any other combination, to improve the mixing and

emissions. The FGR line was run from just above the convection section to the inlet of

the blower. The addition of the FGR line allowed for testing FGR and combinations of

staging and FGR.

The tests were originally scheduled to start in the month of February, 1997,

but were delayed until July due to other construction taking place at the Chevron

facility. During the period between planned and actual testing, Alzeta conducted some

small scale staging and FGR tests in conjunction with the California Energy

Commission (CEC). The results of these smaller scale tests are relevant to the RSB

project and are summarized here. A CSB-8S0-I 5 burner with a diameter of 8 inches

and a length of 15 inches was modified with a fuel/air staging end plate. The endplate

was originally designed to stage off the end plate on the downstream end of the burner,

similar to the original Cymric Fields tests in 1995. This burner was placed inside a PVI

firetube boiler with a radiant section diameter of 24 inches. Initial tests were performed

using the gas and air rings to stage fuel. Tests were also performed using FGR.

Figure 2-7 presents results from the tests with the 8 inch diameter burner,

previous tests, and latter Cymric Field staging data in terms of NOXversus excess air.

The data show that when the NOXemissions are lowest, then soot is being generated.

This sooting is attributed to poor mixing. When the mixing is improved and the flame is

clean, then the NOXemissions are above 30 ppm (corrected to 3% 02 ). This tradeoff

illustrates the difficulties that have been encountered in our
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tests of fuel staging as a sub-9 ppm NOX technology. This, and control problems

associated with modulating a fuel-staged system, led us to believe that a system

utilizing some external FGR would be the more cost effective solution for industrial

boilers.

When Chevron completed their construction in June and we were allowed to

test in early July, it was decided that the FGR tests should be run first. This decision

was made because we had less RSB data with FGR, and also because these tests

were the most involved from a control standpoint.

The results of the Cymric FGR tests are shown in Figure 2-8. The FGR data

points illustrate the same trend line slope as the excess air data points, due to NO,

formation with the RSB burner being a function of dilution gas, regardless of whether it

is air or flue gas. This is true, to some extent, with most burners, however the RSB

burner is a surface burner with the added advantage of a broader stability range.

There is a slight shift between the excess air data for Cymric and for the

commercial RSB applications because the TEOR steamer radiant section is much

larger and therefore cooler than a commercial package boiler. Since NO. formation is a

function of total dilution and the thermal environment of the boiler, the same shift would

be present for the FGR trend line. This shift would increase the total dilution (with

combined air and FGR) required to meet specific NO, emissions objectives, but would

not be significant enough to change our project objectives.

Figure 2-9 shows the NOXemissions for specific values of excess air. In

Figure 2-9, the region where excess air is below 15% is labeled “high efficiency,” and

the region where NO. levels are below 9 ppm is labeled “low emissions.” The

intersection of these two regions, shaded in gray, is the high efficiency, low emissions

operating region. Thus the use of FGR, combined with the other properties of the

Alzeta burner, give a boiler burner that is high-efficiency, low emissions and stable over

a wide operating range.

Staging tests were conducted after the FGR tests. With the staging rings we

were able to test various combinations of air and gas staging. The results of the

staging tests are included in Figure 2-7 along with the small scale tests mentioned

earlier. The results show, for the various configurations tested to date, low NO,

emissions with sooty flames and clean flames with high NOX emissions. The sooty
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flame is unacceptable because soot gathers on the tubes, lowering the efficiency of the

boiler. These results showed that the difficulty in getting low emissionssimultaneously

with complete burnout, along with the difficulty in mixing with full burner modulation,

meant that fuel staging with the RSB was not currently a viable option. A test report

summarizing the Alzeta tests at Cymric is presented as Appendix B.

Temperature data and heat flux data collected during the Cymric tests were

supplied to the B&W Power Generation Group in Barberton, Ohio for analysis. The

purpose of supplying B&W with data was to allow them to evaluate the impact of an

extended surface burner on boiler performance. Their intent was to analyze the

benefits of using the RSB in a boiler configuration that has reduced firebox dimensions

and additional tube surface in the boiler firebox.

By using Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) codes, B&W was able to

correlate their model to heat flux and temperature data from Cymric, and also to

predictions from Alzeta plug flow and gas phase emissivity models. The B&W

modeling was useful in verifying our models, and did provide some insight into the

effects of changing boiler firebox dimensions and adding additional heat transfer

surface to a boiler. The two part B&W report is included in this report as Appendix C.

2.4 CONCLUSIONS

In Phase 2 of this project, we attempted to prove the performance of the

staged fuel technology in pilot scale installations located in San Francisco, California

and Bakersfield, California. The goal of these tests was to prove that the staging

concept would be a viable new RSB technology offering sub-9 ppm NOX emissions.

We were unsuccessful with the staging technology due in part to unusual thermal

conditions in the package boiler chosen. The boiler chosen had a firebox that was

more compact then most package boilers in its size range. From this demonstration, it

was learned that compact and high temperature environments have an effect on the

amount of staging that can be introduced. For some package boilers it may be

necessary to use FGR or a combination of staging and FGR. Additional tests at the

Bakersfield site confirmed these findings.

We were able to prove that the RSB could be used commercially to attain

sub-30 NO, emissions and even sub-9 NOXusing solely high excess air or FGR. We
#
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were able to prove that the use of FGR, combined with the other properties of the

Alzeta burner, provides a boiler burner that has high-efficiency, low emissions, and is

stable over a wide operating range with simple controls. Because there are already a

large number of burners that use FGR and the limitationsof FGR are well documented,

other benefits of the RSB (such as more compact firebox design) must be exploited in

order to achieve commercial success. We are presently working with B&W to

incorporate these boiler changes for the Phase 3 demonstration.
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SECTION 3

DESIGN IMPROVEMENTS

During Phase 2 of this project many design improvements were made to improve

performance or reduce costs. VVhile design changes are part of the design of any new

product, there were a few improvements that are worthwhile noting. Section 3.1 coversthe

changes made in the burner pad fastening technique and discusses new burner pad

options. Section 3.2 discusses the improvements to the air/fuel mixer discussed in Section

2 of this report. Section 3.3 covers the design of the conical end cap and Section 3.4

covers some miscellaneous yet significant control changes.

3.1 FASTENING IMPROVEMENTS

The fastening technique that is used to hold the burner pad to the metal frame of

the RSB is a simple clip and rivet technique. Figure 3-1 shows the basic components of the

first design for pad fastening. The first mnfiguration had few problems, but due to the cost

of the pad and a labor intensive mounting method, a configuration was desired which

reduced the number of clips and inactive surface. Figure 3-2 shows the second generation

mounting technique. The pad was overlapped at the axial seams to cut down on the

inactive area of the pad and the number of clips and rivets being used. This mnfiguration

also involved an easier manufacturing process. After the installation at S.F. Thermal it was

noticed that the axial seams appeared to be hotter than the circumferential clips.

The third and final configuration is shown in Figure 3-3. After some investigation

it was decided that the flange which hung directly into the cross-flow premix stream (in the

original design mnfiguration) was contributing significantly to the convection cooling of the

axial seams. In the third configuration, a flange extends through the support screen into the

cross-flow premix stream. As a final precaution, the metal used to make the clip under the

rivet was upgraded from a standard stainless steel to a more resistant alloy. This alloy was

only available in certain sizes so the thickness was increased slightly. This required that

new rivets be selected for the connection along the axial seams. Finally, there was a need

to find a means of manufacturing the support structure more cost effectively. This was also

accomplished with the design shown. The edges of all three pieces making up the seam of
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the support structure are mnfigured so that the seam can be spot welded in a one step

process, There is less setup time involved with the spot welded seam and the row of spot

welds is cheaper to produce than having the seam hand welded using a Tungsten Inert Gas

(TIG) type welding process.

One of the most costly, and proprieta~, components of the Alzeta burner is the

porous metal burner surface. Alzeta identified promising methods of reducing burner costs

in Phase 1, and was able to evaluate these new methods at small scale during the past

year. During Phase 2 Alzeta began testing 2 new burner materials at burner sizes ranging

from 2 MMBtu/hr to 6 MMBtu/hr. The results of these tests have been successful enough to

warrant further testing at

rests for all burner sizes.

larger scale, Moththe ultimate objective being to reduce burner
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Figure 3-1: Original Design Configuration of Axial Seams of RSB Burner
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3.2 FUEL AIR MIXER

The fuellair mixer is located just downstream of the gas injection spool. It mixes

the gas with air using the turn, length and some mixing tabs. The original mixer is shown in

Figure 3-4. Its gas injection spool was simply a pipe in the center of the mixer that injected

the gas ouhvard and relied on a short length and tabs to mix the gas and air. As mentioned

in Section 2, this mixer design, which was originally used at S.F. Thermal, had to be

redesigned because the flame was oscillating due to poor mixing.

The new mixer is shown in Figure 3-5. While there are other means of mixing

the gas in short distances, the main objective of this design was to mix the gas thoroughly

without suffering more pressure loss. If too much pressure was lost in mixing the gas, then

the burner could not reach capacity. The new design involved redesigning the gas air

mixer so that the gas was introduced into the annular part of the muting spool before it takes

the turn. This allows for the gas to be injected uniformly while the air is spread across a

larger area. The air fuel mixture then takes the turn into the center of the mixer, down the

length of the mixer and across the tabs before it hits the burner. This new design assures

that the air and fuel mix very well before combustion.

I
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3.3 CONICAL END ENCLOSURE

The conical end enclosure was designed to accomplish two purposes. The

primary purpose of the end cone is to reduce the size of the inactive end enclosure. The

cap which seals the end of the burner is basically an insulated plate which caps the end of

the burner. If the cap is too large then it becomes difficult to insulate properly. It is

impractical to make the flat plate an active part of the burner due to the flow dynamics of the

cylindrical burner. The design that was adopted is shown in Figure 3-6. The conical end

adds to the active surface area and reduces the end diameter of the burner. This allows a

smaller end cap to be installed. The smaller end cap means less inactive material inside the

furnace. Active surface of the burner is cooled by the gases flowing through the ative

surface. Inactive surfaces rely on insulation and internal cooling. The end cap is the place

where the internal flow nears zero velocity, which means there is Iitie internal cooling.

The second purpose of the conical end enclosure is to soften the flow dynamics

of the cylindrical burner. The flow down the center of the burner comes to zero velocity at

the end of the burner and is forced out the sides of the burner. The effect is that the gases

are “slammed into the end cap of the burner. This changes the flow at the end of the

burner when compared to the front of the burner. This effect is more noticeable in larger

diameter burners. By reducing the diameter through

is reduced.

Figure 3-6: Conical End

a conical section the “slamming” effect

Enclosure

I
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3.4 SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS

Some changes were made in the burner control system during Phase 2 to

improve both the safety and reliability of the burner and burner/boiler package.

w A differential pressure switch was added to monitor the differential

pressure between the burner plenum and boiler firebox during the pre-

ignition purge sequence. During high purge air flow conditions, a low

differential pressure would indicate a breach in the burner surface and

the ignition sequence would be aborted. This modification will prevent a

plant operator from restarting the burner following any system shutdown

that has resulted in damage to the burner.

■ The internal temperature of the premix plenum is continuously monitored

during operation. At the start of Phase II this monitoring was done with

thermocouples mounted on the inside of the burner. This method had

several shortcomings. The thermocouples proved to have reliability

problems, with several failing during operation. In addition, these faulty

thermocouples could only be replaced by disassembling the burner which

would lead to unacceptable down time. The thermocouples were

replaced with a single infrared (IR) thermocouple mounted on the front of

the windbox. This positioning allows the IR thermocouple to view burner

internal conditions, and also allows the scanner to be replaced from

outside of the boiler.

■ For a flue gas recirculation system a damper operated by a single control

shaft off the gas valve control shaft is all that would have to be added.

This would allow the flue gas to be modulated with the burner.
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SECTION 4

PHASE 3 PROJECT PLAN

To expand the applications of this burner into larger package or field-erected

watertube boilers, installations using larger burners or multiple burners will be required.

The goal of Phase 3 remains unchanged from our original proposal: to demonstrate

sub-9 ppm NO. and sub-50 ppm CO emissions using the RSB (with secondary flame

envelope and/or FGR) in a full scale industrial boiler application.

Phase 3 is scheduled for 12 months duration and is divided into five subtasks

as outlined below.

Task 3.1 Host Site Preparation

The host site must be verified and a schedule to obtain the permits for

installation established. B&W will provide the boiler design based on the test

information gathered from the last set of tests performed at Chevron’s Cymric Oil Field.

Task 3.2 Swtem Design and Fabrication

The information gathered in Phase 2 of this project will be used to design

and fabricate the burner(s) for the new boiler design.

Task 3.3 Field Installation

The burner will be included in the new or retrofit boiler designed by B&W and

installed at an industrial site. Then several months of operational data, including

emissions performance as a function of boiler load, stack oxygen, and thermal

efficiency, will be collected and analyzed by a third party testing service.
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Task 3.4 Performance Tests and Data Analysis

The reduced test data collected in the field will be used to produce the final

report for this project. Detailed design drawings and an economic analysis based on

the test data will be prepared.

Task 3.5 Management and Repotting

Quarterly progress reports will be submitted to DOE. When appropriate,

more detailed information on project performance, schedule, and budget will be

submitted.
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What are the uses for steam?

Iliillistrict steam is available to Zbermal customers at consistent con-
ditions of temperature andpresswe 24 hoursa day. Zbis steam is
ready for instantaneous conversion to suit the customer’s various en-
ergy needs.

Space heating. Surveys of
communities that use district
steam have shown that
overall ownership and
operating costs associated
with buiIding heating are
reduced where district steam
is available and used.

Domestic hot water
heating. District steam offers
rapid recovery ‘rates and an
unlimited source of hot
water.

Our current customers
are fhdliar with these
advantages. We would be
pleased to introduce you to
some of our customers if
you would like to talk to
them directly about our
sptem and our services. Q

Absorption air-condition-
ing. Some customers incor-
porate absorption air condi-
tioning into their building
HVAC system to meet all or a
portion of their space cooling
needs. This allows them to
reduce the on-peak require-
ments and demand charges
for electricity when air-
conditioning is required.
Absorption air conditioning
does not use freon, a global-
warming gas.

Commercial processes.
Many processes require the
direct application of steam.
Examples include various
uses by restaurants, hospitals,
hotels, Iaundries, and dry
cleaners. District steam
enables these needs to be
met flexibly and reliably.
District steam also offers
immediate adjustment of
delivered steam volume
without costly changes in
installed boiler capacity.

High pressure steam
(without expense of fuU-
time boiler operators).
Many commercial processes
require high pressure boilem,
necessitating a full-time boiler
operator. The Thermal steam
system supplies high pressure
steam without the need for a
full-time boiler opemtor at
the customer’s site. @
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Emissions and Installation Report for the Use of Flue Gas Dilution with Large Diameter CSB’S

Operating and emissions tests of flue gas recirculation (FGR) were conducted using Alzeta’s 30” diameter

CSB low NO. burner installed in a Struthers Steamerat Chevron’sCymric Oil Field. Installationof the

Alzeta surface burner was performed by J.E. Constructionand T.J Cross Engineeringprovided desiga

work. Test results demonstratedflame stability over a wide range of firing rates and excess air, and low

emissions when operated with dilution (by excess air or flue gas recirculation) of 50% or more (low

emissionsmeansunder 9 ppmNO. and less than 50 ppm CO correctedto 3% 02). Thesetests confkmthat

burnerperformancedependsupontotal dilution,andnot whetherthe dilutionis a result of excessair or flue

gas. Therefore, when operated with flue gas recirculation (FGR), the Alzeta burner is a stable, low NO.,

high efficiency burner. Additional comments are made on the fully tabulated dam and the possibility of

fiel staging.

Installation

The test burner installation went as smoothly as any commercial site with the help of J.E.

Construction. The single difficulty resulted from an older segment connection design. The segments

connected from the end cap toward the burner wall, necessitating the use of a support tray during

installation. The extra handling on the support tray resulted in a torn pad segment which had to be

replaced. Drawing 1 is an assembly drawing of the burner placed in the 37-ft-long Stmthers Steamer, and

Drawing 2 is an assemblydrawingof the burner segment.



Burner Test Results

Burner Stability

Figure 1 shows the operating envelopefor the 60 MMBtu/hr Alzeta CSB inside the Struthers

Steamer. The figure showsthat the burner is stable over a broad operatingenvelopeof firingrate and total

dilution. This operating envelope is bordered by high dilution (65%) above which lean flame-out can

occur, and minimumdilution (1OYO)below which high CO levels may result. Maximumfiring rates are

determinedby total surfacearea(60 @ andmaximumsurfheefiring rates(1.2 MMMdhM?), and

minimumfiringrates are turndowndependent,set at 6:1.

The bordersof the stabilitycurve shownin Figure 1 are derivedfrom previous&eta burner tests.

The confidencein these limits is high enoughthat test time at the Cymric site was not used to reconfirm

themexperimentally.

Burner Emissions

Figure 2 illustrates the expectedemissionslevels insidethe overall stability curve. Shadedbands

show expectedemissionsin three regions, 15-30ppm NOX,9-15 ppm NOX,and below 9 ppm NOX. NOX

levels that are independentof firing rate area characteristicof Alzeta’s smaller CSB products (less than

5h4MEtu/hr, less than 8“ diameter), while the large CSB line shows some emissions increase with

increasingfiring rate. CO levels in this well-mixedsystem are consistentlybelow 9 ppq which is i%

enoughbelowthe 50 ppm DOE projecttarget that no plot is shown.

The six data points shownon Figure 2 are all derivedfrom high efficiencycases, where excessair

levelsare near 15%,withthe remainingdilutionthe result of flue gas recirculation.

Burner E$ciency

The results from Figures 3, 4 and 5 show that when flue gas recirculation is used in the correct

proportions,the low excess air and low stack Oz give a high efficiencyboiler. Figure 3 shows the NOX

emissionsas they drop with increasing volumetricdilution. NO. levels near 30 ppm occur when total

2



dilutionreaches30%, levelsnear 15 ppm occur with 40% dilutio~ and levelsnear 9 ppm occur with 50%

dilution. Dilutionlevelsof 60’%willguaranteeNO. levelsbelow 9 ppq correctedto 3% stack 02. Figure

4 is a compilationof data from&eta surfiiceburners of differentapplications,geometries,and excessair

levels. This plot showsthe emissionslevelsperformsimilarlyfor similarvaluesof total dilution. Figure 5

shows the NOXemissionsfor specific values of excess air. In Fi@re 5, the region where excess air is

below 15’%is labeled high efficiency,and the region where NOXlevels are below 9 ppm is labeled low

emissions. The intersectionof these two regions, shaded in gray, is the high efficiency,low emissions

operatingregion.Thus, the use of flue gas recirculatio~ combinedwith the other properties of the Mzeta

burner,give a boilerburner that is high-efficiency,low emissionsand stable overa wideoperatingrange.

Tabulated Data

Table 1 and Table 2 contain the fidl tabulated data for the Cymric tests.

excess air data points, where all dilution resulted f?om air, and FGR points where

The data is brokeninto

partial dilutionwith flue

gas was used, Scratch points were recorded for flow rate and emissions data only. Note that the date and

point columns provide a unique reference to each data point.

Information on specific columns follows: Total firing rate is given as Tot. Gas in h4MBtu/hr.

Stack 02 (dry) is read by an Ecom-AC from the stack of the Struthers Steamer. Mix 02 is the percent

oxygen in the combined flue gas/air stream before gas is mixed. Excess air (EA) is given as the additional

percentage of stoichiometric air added to the combustion premix. Flue gas dilution (FGD) is also given as

a percentage of stoichiometric air, except this is flue gas that is added to the premix. FGR is the traditional

definition of Flue Gas Recirculatio~ the percentage of the total air and flue gas that is flue gas. Total

dilution is the addition of EA and FGD. Stack levels of C02, CO, NO, and NOZare given. Fuel flow and

stoichiometric aifflow is given in scfm. A small amount of cooling air is always present through the

nozzles (used for different fuel staging tests); thus excess air through the burner, and cooling air flow rates

are given.

An overview of temperature and heat flux data follows: T1 through T6 are uncorrected

thermocouple readings from inside the steamer. (Imcations are given as distance from the steamer front

wall, and the clockwise angle when viewed from the fan side of the steamer, O“corresponding to straight

up.) T1 (4ft, 90°) and T3 (8il, 315°)are measure flue temperaturesusing ceramic coated thermocouples,

hanging 2il radially into the steamer. T2 (8& 45°) and T4 (4R 270°) measure outer tube wall

3



temperatures,and are coveredby generousamountsof refracto~ coating. T5 (14% 0°) and T6 (16& 0°)

are uncoveredthermocoupleshanginghorn the top of the boiler, 3 ft down. The singleheat flux gauge (4.5

& 90°) is measuredat two positionsfor each data pointbeforeits ftilure. The first positioncorrespondsto

20 inchesfi-omthe burner surface, the second40 inchesfromthe surface. Note that the secondpositionis

flush with the tube walls. Stack temperature is read by the Ecom-AC at the exhaust. The FGR

temperatureis the flue gas temperaturejust beforemixingwith the air. The burner throat temperatureis

the premix temperature before combustion. Steam and Tube temperatures are recordedjust before the

convectivesection begins. Exhaust temperature is in the stack. St. out Conv, Coil, and Water in are

recordedpressures. All data from ‘L Steam’to ‘H20 in’ is recordedfromthe steamer’scontrols.

‘Fuel Stag”ng Results

Fuel’staging results from four tests at three different sites are shown in Figure 6. Changesin site,

configuratio~ and fiel flows result in two broad performancecategories,shownin ISVOboxes in Figure 6.

Translucentflamesthat are cleanerburningall haveNO. levelsabove 30 ppm. Orangeflamesgave lower

NOXlevelsdue to lowerflametemperaturesas soot radiatesheat energyfromthe combustion. Theselower

emissionflames are not a low-emission,high-efficiencyburner solution because of the soot residue they

wouldleaveon the boilertube walls. In short, fhel stagingis not ready for installationat a commercialsite.

4
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o Babcock&Wilcox PowerGenerationGroup
?, .,, a McDermottcompany 20S.VanBurenAvenue

e P.O.Box351
Barberton, OH 44203-0351
(330)753-4511

December2,1997

John Sullivan
VicePresiden~Engineering
2343 CaneDelMundo RefiEvaluationof the RSB andIn-Furnace
SantaClara,CA 95054 Cooliig SurfaceUsingModelingTechniques

ProposalNo. P57-0013
DearJob

Enclosedherewitharecompletesets of the followingcomputerruns:

OPTION4: IncreasedFurnaceAbsorptionUtilizingMembraneWallConstruction

MOD,5: CloseSpacedBurner/WallArrangementwithConstantResidentTime,RedueedBurner
Input Rating (per sq-ft), LargerDiameterFurnace&Larger DiameterBurner.

MOD. 6: Close Spaced Burner/Wall Arrangement with Constant Resident Time, Base Burner
Input Rating (per sq-fi), & Through a Base Arc Length.

MOD. 8: Close Spaced Burner/Wall Arrangement with Reduced Resident Time, Base Furnace
Diameter, Base Burner Input Rating (per sq-ft), & Through a Base Arc Length.

Alsoattachis a commentarydocumentingthe resultsof eacharrangementandthe logicusedin selecting
the subsequentcomputermode.

Theresultsof themodelingthus far indicatesthat the originalhypothesisis not supported. Theoriginal
conceptwasthat if heat couldbe absorbedfromthe combustionprocessat a higherrate, thenthe flue
gaseswouldbe coolerand less thermalNOXwouldbe formed. This is trueto a minorextent but the
variationsin absorptiontestedby 1)modelinga membranewallversesa spacedwallwith50% exposed
refractory,or 2) placingthe burnerheat releasesurfacecloserto the watercooledwall,had but a minor
efkct on tiace temperature.Neithercase appreciablyloweredthe furnacegas temperature,and the
effkctson thermalNOXwas slight. Irifact, in the lattercase,theNOXproductionactuallywentup.

It is estimatedthat approximately 80 YO of the heat releasedfromcombustionsupportsthe increasein the
fluegas mass temperature,andonlyapproximately20 YOis absorbedby the fiunaee. By increasingthe
furnaceeffectivenessby 12to 14‘Yo(theshift fromOPTION3 vs. OPTION4), the shitl in heat transfer is
but approximately2 to 3 % of the total. It is estimatedthat improvingthe effectivenessof the fhrnace
wallstill Iirt.herwithextendedsurfacewe couldachieveup to 40 ‘Yoimprovedheat transfer,resultingin
an 8 percentshift of the total. Thismayresult in a fbrnaeetemperaturedropof an estimated200F. If we
areclose to the thresh hold of thermal NOX this could result in a more significant drop in NOXformation.

We took a closer look at the radiation heat transfer as compared to the convective heat transfer in
OPTION 4. This is shown in the 2 plots labeled FURNACEHEATFLUX;Ratiative& Convective. This
incicatesthat 95 0/0of the fbrnaceheat transferis ratidative,andonly5 0/0is convective.

In the case of the closer spacing of the burner to the furnace wall (MOD. 5), it is concluded that the closer
proximity of the burner to the wall didn’t really change the overall radiation component, but did improve
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John Sullivan
Page2
December2,1997

convectionheat transferslightlydueto increasedvelocitiesadjacentto thewall. However,changesin the
furnaceinternalrecirculationpatternsovershadowedthis improvement.Afar greatereffkctis seen in the
amountof furnacegasesentrainedin the gasjets. It appearsthat it maybe possibleto use this
characteristicto a greaterextentby usingstrongerjets (higherpressuredropacrossthejets), andby
arrangingtheir locationsuchthat the fi.umacegaseswillrealizelessresistanceto reachthe root of thejet.
Insteadofhaviig1inchperforationstripson2 inchcenters,perhapsitwouldworkmoreeffkctivelyby
doubling the clear space between every other periloration strip. This would result in increasing the clear
spaceby approximately50Y0,andincreasingthejet velocityby about50 ‘%0.

It is recommendedthat we extendthe modelingprogramto investigatethe abovesuggestedpossibilities.
I wouldrecommendthe following

1) Reconstructing the burner model to modi& the perforation strips. The above arrangement would
be one possibili~, you may have some other suggestions.

2) Re-run OPTION 4 and MOD. 8 eofigurations with this modified burner design.

3) Increase the ibrnace wall heat transfer by adding a large amount of extended surface to the extent
that it is even exaggerated to see if this will have a signiilcant effect on Thermal NOX.

4) Repeat test runs 1 and 2 to evaluate relative effectiveness.

Thecostof theseadditionalruns is estimatedas follows: ITEM l)-------------

2)-------------

3)-------------

4)-------------

TOTAL

$ 900.00

$ 900.00

$1,800.00

UK!(!JM

$4,500.00

Should you have any questions regarding the attached please give mea call.



John Suuivan

Page 3
December2,1997

Regards,

RichardC. Vettenck

Enclosure
Ux D. C. Langley

M. W. HOpkiflS
M. J. Albrecht
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ALZETA BURNER MODELING

SUBSEQUENT COMPARATIVE STUDIES
. I

OPTION 4:
OPTION 4 is identical to OPTION 3 with the exception that the absorption
factors for the water cooled wall were increased to represent a membrane WU as
compared to 1 inch tubes on 2 inch centers with kaowool backing. As compared
to Option 3, the fhrnace gas temperatures dropped approximately 44 F at the 8 ft
locatio~ and the NOX decreased by an average of 0.2 pp~ or 2.8%.

MOD. 5: Modtication 5 is a reconstruction of the model to bring the burner closer to the
water cooled fhmace walls. This posed somewhat of a problem in that as the
burner diameter was increased to bring the fire closer to the wall, the cross
sectional flow area decreased dramatically reducing resident time. It was
decided to maintain resident time by increasing the burner diameter and the
fimace diameter to the extent that the burner would be half the distance from the
wall, but the cross sectional flow area would be the same. This resulted in a 120
inch burner dkuneter, and a 160 inch fbmace dhneter, with 20 inch spacing from
the burner surface to the watercooled wall. This then posed a second problem
how to set the burner heat release rate. A reducedburnersurfaceheat release rate
was chose% keeping the pefloration pattern the same as option 3. This cut the
burner heat release rate to one quarter of the previous rate. The absorption
characteristic of the fimace wall was kept at the membrane wall factors.

The calculated average fimace temperature at the 4ft. and 8 ft. locations went
down slightly (56 F &30 F respectively), but the NOX went up significantly, from
6.9 ppm to 7.4 (6.9%) and 7.7 (10.4%) respective to the location. This is just
opposite from what we expected, and caused us to review our assumptions. Since
the burner heat release rate was reduced to one quarter, it was decided to
reestablish this to the original values, and to use only a portion of the burner arc
for the high input zone, still using the same pefioration pattern. This lead to
MOD. 6.

MOD. 6: The burner high heat release rate arc in this case returned to 23.6 inches, and the
heat release rate returned to that used in OPTION 4. The clearance from the
burner surface to the fimace surface was kept at 20 inches. In this case the
average calculated fbmace temperature at the 4 & 8 ft location dropped down
slightly, but the NOX dropped dramatically! The NOX levels dropped from the
6.9 ppm levels in OPTION 3 to 5.4 ppu some 21.7’XO.As compared to mod. 5,
the drop was 27 ‘Yoand 30 ‘%0respectively at the 4 ft. and 8 ft. locations. Since the
heat absorption rates of the fimace wall were not changed, and the clearance
from the burner to the fimace wall was not changed, it is concluded that the
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major contributing factor is the ability, in this arrangement, for the fimace gases
to find a flow path back to the root of the burner jets. The velocity vector pattern
and relative magnitude (vector length) indicates that there is considerable
recirculation within the fhmace in this arrangement. The low heat release rate
zones on either side of the high heat release rate zone (where the petiorations are)
provide a flow path for the&mace gases to more easily return to the root of the
pefioration jets.

MOD. 8: It was decided at this point to return to the original size fhrnace, to maintain the
20 inch clear space between the burner and the fimace w~ and to maintain the
23.6 inch high heat input burner pattern. This lefl approximately 31.4 inches on
either side of the high heat input burner zone for free flow recirculation patterns
(as compared to 35 1/3 in MOD. 6). This produced essentially the same results as
MOD. 6.

END
RCV (12/2/97)



Case

Test

Alzeta

Option 3

Option 4

Mod 5

Mod 6

Mod 8

Description

Test Point Data

Spreadsheet Ave Data

Model Average Data

Model Average Data

Model Average Data

Model Average Data

Model Average Data

Average Furnace Gas Temperature Average NOX Average
(“F) (PP@ Heat Flux

4 feet 8 feet 14 feet 16 feet 4 feet 8 feet 14 feet 16 feet
(kBTU/hr-ft2)
<21ft (<loft;

I I I I I I I I

1637 1655 I 1688 1624 I -- i -- I -- 7 ?

2009 2089 1993 1925 -- -- -- -- 19.5 (19.8)

2159 2140 1923 1852 7.1 7.1 7.1 7.1 19.0 (19.7)

2120 I 2096 I 1857 I 1780 I 6.9 I 6.9 I 6,9 I 6.9 I 21,8 (22.2)
1 f I I I I 1 1

2064 2069 1745 1646 I 7.4 I 7.6 I 7.7 I 7.7 I12.2 (13.4)

1931 I 1956I 1672 I 1578 I 5.4 I 5.4 I 5.4 I 5,4 I 13.5 (15.2)

2172 2188 1909 1807 I 5.3 I 5.2 5.2 5.2 I 18.0 (18.3)

Table: Stage Two Summary Results
I



ALZETA SUMMARY OF B&W MODELING RESULTS

Attached are the two B&Wreportssummarizingthe modelingof the AlzetaRSB that was done
with DOE finds. We viewthese resultsas beingusefulto our effortto developthe RSB for industrial
boilers,but additionalwork is required. Commentsonthiswork areprovidedon this page as our summary
to this Appendix.

The second repo% dated December 2, 1997 presents the results of modifications made to the
boiler to more quickly cool the flue gas. These modifications were:

. Model the effect of membrane wall construction versus the exposed refractory between tubes as
existed at Cymric. Membrane wall construction results in a continuous metal wall surface, with the
“membrane” between tubes being welded to the watertubes. The resultof this should be slightly
higher heat removal in the fmebox.

. Model the effect of closer burner-to-wall spacing. Reduced burner-to-wall spacing should result in
reduced gas phase radiation (if no other parameters are changed), with the result that NOXproduction
will increase (as observed by B&W). Reduced burner-to-tube spacing increases heat removal via gas
phase radiation only if you split a large gas volume into several small volumes and add heat transfer
surface between the small volumes. Reduced burner-to-wall spacing can increase convective transfer,
but convection is a small component of total firebox heat transfer.

The B&W report concludes that “The results of the modeling thus far indicates that the original
hypothesis is not supported.” We disagree with this conclusion. If heat is absorbed from the combustion
process at a higher rate, thenthefluegaseswill be cooler and less thermal NOXwill be formed. The
modifications modeled by B&W did not significantly increase heat removal, and therefore did not reduce
NOX. The B&W modeling did demonstrate that membrane wall constmction and reduced burner-to-wall
spacing, by themselves, are not sufficient to significantly increase heat transfer. This is valuable
information, since additional modifications to remove heat from the firebox such as an intermediate tube
wall in the tirebox or extended tube surface will be more expensive to implement.

Other very usefid information provided by B&W in the December 2 report is the split of heat
absorption between the firebox and convective section, and between radiation and convection mechanisms,
in the boiler. Understanding where, and by what mechanism, heat is removed is critical to the design of the
sub-9 ppm boiler. In addition, the Alzeta plug flow model was shown to agree closely with the B&W CFD
code. In the future we will use the Alzeta code to assess the impact of burner modifications on boiler
performance with greater confidence.

The Alzeta conclusions areas follows:

. Splitting a standard firebox into WO burner compartments with an intermediate tube wall would have a
significant effect on heat removal rate. Gas phase radiation is estimated to be increased by more than
25 percent in the firebox in a typical boiler configuration.

Adding extended tube surface to firebox boiler tubes will increase the heat removal rate, but the magnitude
of this increase is still being evaluated. The increase due to increased convection is insignificant. The
more significant impact will have to be the result from increased gas phase absorption.
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oRSB

Firebox

1. End view of Standard Firebox
with Alzeta burner

oRSB

Firebox

2. Configuration
with Reduced
Burner-to-Tube
Spacing

@ @

Firebox Firebox

3. Intermediate
Tube Wall
Configuration

Configuration 1 shows the standard RSB configuration in a package boiler. Note that B&W
modeled the cylindrical RSB inside of a cylindrical steam generator, but the same trends will be observed
regardless of whether the firebox has a cylindrical or rectangular cross section.

In Configuration 2, the firebox volume is reduced. If the total fired du~ of the burner is held
constant between Configuration 1 and Configuration 2, then heat absorbed in the fuebox is reduced. In
the configuration presented, the residence time in the firebox is also reduced. The size of the box and the
burner can both be increased to maintain both the Configuration 2 burner-to-tube spacing and the
Configuration 1 residence time. In either case, heat absorbed in the fwebox is reduced.

In Configuration 3, the firebox volume is equivalent to the Configuration 1 volume. An
intermediate tube wall is added, with a burner in each cell. The total fired duty of the two Configuration 3
burners is equivalent to the fired duty of the Configuration 1 burner. Gas phase radiation to each tube wall
is less in Configuration 3 relative to Configuration 1, but it is greater than 50 percent of the Configuration 1
flux. Therefore, when the additional tube wall is added to increase the fuebox surface area, the result is an
increase in total heat removal from the firebox.
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Alzeta Burner Project, Cymric Model - Stage 2
Option 4- Furnace Heat Flux

Surface Convective
Heat Flux

(kBTU/hr-ft2)

1+ 10

M
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8
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5
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2
1

Strips Burner Inlet



Alzeta Burner Project, Cymric Model - Stage 2
Option-4 - Furnace Heat Flux

Surface Radiative .
Heat Flux

(kBTU/hr ft’)

I
30

“~ 27
24
21

:, 18
15
12
9

,. 6
3

Strips Burner Inlet
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Alzeta Burner Project, Cymric Model - Stage 2
Modification 8- Furnace Gas Temperatures

G

Test Data: Model Ave:
T, = 1637°F Td~~=2172“F
T.= 1655 “F T.,. = 2188 “F

T;= 1624 “F T;;= 1807 “F

Strips Burner Inlet

909 “F
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Alzeta Burner Project, Cymric Model - Stage 2
Modification 8- Furnace Surface Temperatures

Surface
Temperature

(“F)

1300
1250
1200
1150
1100
1050
1000
950
900
850
800

Strips Burner Inlet

b
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Alzeta Burner Project, Cymric Model
Modification 8- Furnace NOX Levels

Stage

NOX (ppm)

I
;-q10.-,.,....,,,,,,

9
8
7

,,, 6,.. .,.,,.,,,-
5
4

-3
‘2

1

2

.

Strips Burner Inlet
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Alzeta Burner Project, Cymric Model - Stage 2
Modification 8- Furnace Location at 4 feet

2.

4--

%-6 3- I

4

Gas Temp.
(. F)o

Model: T~v~=2172 ‘F

hurnace Radius (ft)

e
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Alzeta Burner Project, Cymric -Model - Stage 2
Modification 8- Furnace Location at 8 feet

2.

!l---t-

1.P
0.w

Gas Temp.
(. F)o

Model: T~v,=2188 ‘F

Furnace Radius (ft)
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Alzeta Burner Project, Cymric Model - Stage 2
Modification 8- Furnace Location at 16 feet

4.

3.

2.

‘t

1.5

1--

0.5

o*l:lb I I [ 1

4 i 1 I

3

Furnace Radius (ft)

Gas Temp.
( F)o

Model: T~v,=1807 ‘F
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Alzeta Burner Project,
Option 4- Furnace

Surface
Temperature

(°F)

UY
3.-
-u

2

Cymric Model - Stage 2
Surface Temperatures -

Strips Burner Inlet

a-



Alzeta Burner Project, Cymric Model - Stage 2
Option 4- Furnace Gas Temperatures

Ave:
120 “F
096 “F
857 “F
780 “F

nlet



Alzeta Burner Project, Cymric Model - Stage 2
Option 4- Furnace Heat Flux

Surface Heat Flux
(kBTU/hr ft’)

I
“ii g!

24
21
18
15
12
9
6
3

Strips Burner Inlet

c



Alzeta Burner Project, Cymric Model - Stage 2
Option 4- Furnace NOX Levels

NOX (ppm)

r- ‘“ Test Data: Model: Model Ave
T. = 1637 “F T, ->2450 ‘F T.,, =2120.

096
857

r
. T;= 1688 “F T~->191~r-

TG= 1624 ‘F TG->1820 “F T;;;;= 1780
“q-m’W@ (fv NOX 16fl = 7 ppm NOX ,6tt = 6.9 ppm

Strips Burner In

.
!.

‘F
‘F

‘o F
I ‘F

let

d



Alzeta Burner Project, Cymric Model
Option 4- Furnace Location at 4 feet

Furnace Radius (ft)

Stage 2

Gas Temp.
( F)o

Model:

Data:

T~v,=2120 “F

T, = 1637 “F

e



Alzeta Burner Project, CYmric Model - Stage 2
Option 4- Furnace [ocation at 8 feet

Furnace Radius (ft)

Gas

Model:

Data:

Temp.
:°F)

2500
2400
2300
2200
2100
2000
1900
1800
1700
1600
1500
1400
1300

T,V,=2096 “F

Ta = 1655 “F



Alzeta Burner Project, CYmric Model - Stage 2
Option 4- Furnace Location at 16 feet

Furnace Radius (ft)

Gas Temp.
( F)o

Model:

Data:

T,V,= 1780 ‘F

TG= 1624 ‘F

9
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Alzeta Burner Project, Cymric Model - Stage 2
Option 4- Furnace Eocation at 4 feet

Furnace Radius (ft) “ -
—.—

CH4(?’ivol)

[

.,,,,
, 2.0

‘$-T
1.8
1.6
1.4
1.2

Model: T,v~=2120 “F

Data: T, = 1637 “F

h
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Alzeta Burner Project, Cymric Model
Option 4- Furnace Location at 4 feet

Stage 2

Furnace Radius (ft) - -
—.—

co (94VOI)

Model: Tav~=2120 ‘F ~

Data: T, = 1637 ‘F



Alzeta Burner Project, Cymric Model
Option 4- Furnace Location at 4 ifeet

Stage 2 t

NOX(ppm)
10
9
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1

Model: T~v,= 2120 ‘F

Data: T, = 1637 “F
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1

0

Alzeta Burner Proiect, Cvmric Model - Stage 2
Option 4- Furnace Location at 16 feet

NOX (ppm)

Model: T~ve= 1780 ‘F

Data: TG = 1624 ‘F
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Alzeta Burner Project, Cymric Model - Stage 2
Modification 5- Furnace Surface Temperatures

Surface
Temperature

(“F)

Strips Burner Inlet

L



Alzeta Burner Project, Cymric Model - Stage 2
Modification 5- Furnace Surface Temperatures

Strips Burner Inlet

.9



A zeta Burner Project,
Modification 5-

Cymric Mode
Furnace Heat Flux

Surface Heat Flux
(kBTU/hr ft’)

II
;’$, 30

27
24
21
18

I
15
12
9
6
3

-Stage 2

Strips Burner Inlet

c



Alzeta Burner Project, Cymric Model - Stage 2
Modification 5- Furnace NOX Levels

NOX (ppm)

1

10~~$,:. . . 9
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1

I

Strips Burner inlet



Alzeta Burner Project, Cymric Model - Stage 2
Modification 5-- Furnace Location at 4 feet

7,
I

6.

5.

2.

1.

0.

Gas Temp.
( F)o

Furnace Radius (ft)

e



Alzeta Burner Project, Cymric Model - Stage 2
Modification 5- Furnace Location at 8 feet

6.

5*

4.

3.

2,

1,

or

Gas Temp.
( F)o

Furnace Radius (ft)
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Alzeta Burner Project, Cymric Model - Stage 2
Modification 5- Furnace Location at 4 feet

6.

5.

4.5

4

U.u

I I I I I I I

&.uI I I I I I I I I
2

1.5

1

0.5

“o o!5 1 1!5 ~ 2!5 ~ 3!5 4 4!5 !$ 5!5 $ 6!5 ~
Furnace Radius (ft)
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Alzeta

7

6.!5

6

5.5

5

4.5

4

3.5

3

2.5

2

1.5

-1-

0.5

(+

Burner Project, Cymric Model - Stage
Modification 5- Furnace Location at 16 feet

0!5 1 1 5 2.5 : 43:5 L
Furnace Radius (ft)

NOX(ppm)

2

9
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Alzeta Burner Project, Cymric Model - Stage 2
Modification 6- Furnace Surface Temperatures

Surface
Temperature

(°F)

I

~+a 1300
“$<:$’1250

1200
1150
1100
1050
1000
950
900
850
800

.

Strips Burner Inlet
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Alzeta Burner Project, Cymric Model
Modification 6- Furnace NOY Levels

Stage 2

NOX (ppm)

[

,,~, 10
, ,,+ 9

8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1

Strips Burner Inlet

J..
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Alzeta Burner Project, Cymric Model - Stage 2
Modification 6-- Furnace Location at 4 feet

7, I I I
6.

5.

4.

2.

.

3,

1.

0.

Temp.
:°F)

2500
2400
2300
2200
2100
2000
1900
1800
1700
1600
1500
1400
1300

Furnace Radius (ft)

e
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Alzeta Burner Project, Cymric Model -
Modification 6- Furnace Location at 8 feet

6.

5.

4.

3.

2.

1.

0.

Stage 2

Gas Temp.
( F)o

I

Furnace Radius (ft)



Alzeta Burner Project, Cymric Model - Stage
Modification 6- Furnace Location at 16 feet

3.

E

‘+-t-t-t
2; I I I

1.5

1

0.5

Furnace FIadius (ft)

—

2

Gas Temp.
( F)o
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Alzeta Burner Project, Cymric Model - Stage 2
Modification 6- Furnace Location at 4 feet

7
I

6.

5.

4
44-H--FP
U*O I I I I I I I

I I I I I I
L..

1.
+--l--
1

0.5

co (%VOI)

1.0
0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2

Furnace Radius (ft)
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Alzeta Burner Project, Cymric Model - Stage 2
Modification 6-- Furnace Location at 4 feet -

6.
d

4.5

4
-.

—tt-

I

1.5

1

0.5

o! I I 1 i I i 1 I I

0!5 “ 1!5 $ 2!5 $ 3!5 ~ 4!5 s 5!5 $ 6!5
Furnace Radius (ft)

NOX(ppm)



Alzeta Burner Project, Cymric Model - Stage 2
Modification 6- Furnace Location at 16 feet -

7

6.5-

5.5

4.5

4

3.5

n

2.5

2

1.5

1

0.5

0
0.5 ‘ 1.5 ‘2 2.5 $) 3.5 4 4.5 $ 5!5 b 6!5

Furnace Radius (ft)

NOX (ppm)

5
4
3
2
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● Babcock&Wilcox,, Power Generation Group
.

,, aMcDermottcompany 20 S.VanBurenAvenue
* P.O.Box351

Barberton,OH 44203-0351

November 17, 1997
(330)753-4511 I

John Sullivan
Vice President of Engineering
2343 Calle Del Mundo
Santa Clar~ CA 95054

Ref Evaluation of the RSB and In-Furnace
Cooling Surface Using Modeling
Proposal No. P57-0013

Dear Job

I am enclosing herewith the results to the numerical computer modeling completed on the
referenced project. Enclosures include
1) Sunmxuy comments from the Computational Fluid Mechanics Department.
2) One set of “Base Case” plots consisting of a) a longitudinal cut away with 9 slices of
temperature plots, b) a 3 dimensional tube surface temperature plot, c) a 3 dimensional &mace
heat flux plot, d) a longitudinal cut away with 9 slices of NOx level plots, e) a cross sectional
view at the 4 il. point location plotting temperature and velocity vectors, ~ a cross sectional view
at the 8 Il. point location plotting temperature and velocity vectors, g) a cross sectional view at
the 16 R point location plotting temperature and velocity vectors, h) a cross sectional view at the
4 fi. point location plotting Meth~e, i) a cross sectional view at the 4 ft. point showing CO, j) a
cross sectional view at the 16 il. point showing CO, k) a cross sectional view showing NO at the
4 fi. point, and a cross sectional view at the 16 ft. point plotting NO.
3) One cross sectiorial plot of gas temperature at the 4 ft. location using a more elaborate model
structure featuring rows of individual jets, labeled “Option l“.
4) One cross sectional plot of gas temperature at the 4 ft. location using a still more refined
model structure, labeled “Option 2“,
5) One set of “Option 3 Case” plots consisting of the most elaborate model, consisting of the
same list as under the “Base Case”. However in the longitudinal cut away’s, only 5 slices of
plots were calculated because of the complexity of the model, and because the slices down
stream of the 20 il. location reveals ftirly even conditions.

Thebasecaseresultsvariedsomewhatfrom the test dat~ and therefore it was decided to do a
more detailed model in the burner area. This lead to the “Option 1“ case. This didn’t vary much
from the “base case” so “Option 2“ was developed, and finially “Option 3“. The results didn’t
change much except for the levels of NOx. In the more elaborate models it appears that the NOX
was more realistic.

The temperature results were compared to those developed by Scott Smith in an Excell program,
and the two correlated quite well, but both differed significantly from the test thermocouples at
test locations 4 & 8 feet. All three correlated well at the 16 ft. location. The attached table and
bar chart show these comparative results.



PAGE 2

We are recommending a change in the program at this point. Instead of reconfiguring the
iiwnace envelope to represent a D-TYPE package boiler, it is suggested that we continue to work
with the circular &mace layout that we have, and focus on bring the burner closer to the water
cooled firnace tubes, 2) reconfiguring the ibmace tube construction to a fi.dlymembraned water
cooled arrangement similar to a package boiler, and 3) evaluate the impact of extended surface
on the heat flux rate. One factor must be kept in mind; the gas side velocities. In a package
boiler with 2 burners and one additional chill tube wall the&mace gas flow velocities would not
change significantly, It is suggested that we change the burner to fimace spacing by enlarging
both the burner and the fimace envelop diameter so that the gas flow crossectional area (and
therefore the flue gas velocities) do not change significantly. At onetime we were thinking that
the spacing could be as small as 6 inches. After you have had a chance to review these plots I
would like your cotiormation of this alternative program. At this point I believe we can keep
the program within the specified budget.

Yours Truly,

,~aj/// c

.

R. C. Vetterick
‘Enclosures
RCV:lW



SUMMARY

STAGE ONE

1. When the temperature on the face of the burner was estimated based on its color
(1340 ‘F), the heat flux out of the burner and into the fhrnace walls ranged from 8%
to 3%. The values were hand calculated based on average temperature of the fimace
wall obtained from the Patran analyses. The heat flux was varied from 40 to 80
lcBTU/hr-fi2 with an inner tube water temperature of 540 ‘F.

2. When the temperature on the face of the burner was estimated based on data from the
customer (1000 ‘F), the heat flux out of the burner and into the furnace walls ranged
from 1% to -l%. The values were hand calculated based on average temperature of
the fimace wall obtained from the Patran analyses. Again, the heat flux was varied
from 40 to 80 kBTU/hr-f? with an inner tube water temperature of 540 ‘F.

STAGE TWO:

1.

2,

3.

4.

5.

6.

Two sperate models were investigated. The fnst (Base) was based on a uniform
velocity and heat input from the face of the burner to the fhmace. The second
(Option) was based on strips of high and low velocity and heat inputs.

The several different ‘base case’ models were analyzed using various combustion rate
constants. This was investigated due to the large mismatch between several test data
point temperatures and the resulting model output. The default rates were determined
to be the most accurate.

Since COMO requires that the inlet gas steam and the inlet surface temperature be .
identical, the temperature of both were set to 500 ‘F. This results in the burner face
for the ‘base case’ models to absorb about 13% of the total heat absorbed in the

furnace,

The base models showed that the temperature data points around the burner (4ft and
8ft) were about 900 ‘F higher than those read by the thermocouples . The two points
downstream of the burner (14ft and 16ft) were within &50 ‘F of each other.

Several different ideas on why the data points around the burners were so different
were discussed. These ideas included the temperature probes had not been properly
calibrated (--200 “F), the type of probe did not account for radiation loss (--200 ‘F),
and the COMO program doesn’t contain a soot model (--100 ‘F). However, these
ideas could not take into account all of the temperature difference.

The option models were increased in numerical size (same geometry, larger number of
control volumes) to account for a more accurate approach into the burner geometry. It
was hoped that this modification would reduce the troubling temperature difference.
Several models were investigated with increase burner grid resolution.



7. Since COMO requires that the inlet gas steam and the inlet surface temperature be
identical, the temperature of both were again set to 500 “F. This results in the burner
face for the ‘option case’ models to absorb about 15% of the total heat absorbed in the
furnace.

8. The increase in grid resolution did create regions of slightly lower temperature in
certain sections around the burner circumference most notably between the rows of
burner jets. This did not, however,reducethe temperaturesin the locationsof the test
thermocouplessignificantly.

9. The results from the spreadsheet that was created by Alzeta using a bulk model
approach with Excel seemed to match the data obtained from the numerical modeling.
There were a couple of discrepancies in the actual geometry of the burner and furnace
in question. The COMO data was slightly modified to account for this difference.

10. The bulk temperatures between the two models around the burner zones were about
A60 “1?, The heat flux comparison between the two models were off by about d O%.
The heat absorption values were also very close with about a H 1% difference.

CONCLUSIONS

1. The similarities in the COMO model and the spreadsheet model seem to be in
agreement. The data obtained from the numerical modeling and the test data for the
data points not around the burner (14ft and 16ft) seem to match. It is my feeling that
the two data points around the burner (4ft and 8ft) are not accurate enough for data
correlation.

2. I think that COMO can to a good job of modeling the AlZeta Pyromat CSMm Low
NOX Burner. It should be used to model its installation into a B&W FM type boiler.
If further field testing can be done, I believe that it should be done on the burner in
the FM type boiler.



Alzeta Burner Project, Cymric Model - Stage 2
Furnace Gas Temperatures

Gas Temperature
(F)

1
~;A 2500

2400
2300
2200
2100
2000
dOno

n

%,.’ W’?%@!F“

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

. . Iu
Test Data: Model: Model
T.=1637F T. ->2500 F T.,,= 2

T;=1688F T; ->1740 F ;;;~~= 1
T,=1624F Te->1660 F 16ft= 1

Ave:
161 F
143F
942 F
873 F

11[]
Uniform Burner Inlet



A zeta Burner Project, Cymric Mode
Furnace Surface Temperatures

Surface
Temperature

(F)

I
‘“ 1300

1250
1200
1150
1100
1050
1000
950
900
850
800

Stage 2

Uniform Burner Inlet
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Alzeta Burner Project, Cymric Model - Stage 2
Furnace NO, Levels

NOX (ppm)

I
14.5

““ 13.0
11.5
10.0

~j; 8.5
7.0
5.5
4.0
2.5
1.0

.- Iu
Test Data: Model: Model Ave:

r
Y

T1=1637F T, ->2500F T+=2161 F
T~=1655F Ta->2500 F =2143F
T5=1688F T~->1740 F T;jt= 1942 Fr\ T.=1624F T. ->1660 F T,A,,=1873 F

NOX ,6ft = 7 ppm NO X 16ft = 13.6P{ pi
I.c / Uniform Burn~

(7



Alzeta Burner Project, Cymric Model - Staae 2
Furnace Locafion at 4 feet

o.F%-w
Furnace Radius (ft)

Gas
(
Temp.
F)

2500
2400
2300
2200
2100
2000
1900
1800
1700
1600
1500
1400
1300

Model: T~va=2161 F

Data: T, = 1637 F



Alzeta Burner Project, Cymric Model - Stage
Furnace Locafion at 8 feet

Furnace Radius (ft)

Gas Temp.
(F)

Model: Tav,= 2143 F

Data: T~ = 1655 F

(3



Alzeta Burner Project, Cymric Model - Stage 2
Furnace Location at 16 feet

Furnace Radius (ft) ‘-- -

Gas Te
(F)

np.

2500
2400
2300
2200
2100
2000
1900
1800
1700
1600
1500
1400
1300

Model: T,v,= 1873 F

Data: Te = 1624 F
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Alzeta Burner Project, CYmric Model - Stage 2
Furnace Locafion at 4 feet

E
$.

0.

co (%vol)

2.0
1.8
1.6
1.4
1.2

Model: T~v~=2161 F

Data: T, =1637F

G)



Alzeta Burner Project, CYmric Model - Stage 2
Furnace Locafion at 16 feet

. .
Furnace Radius (ft) - “

co (%Vol)
0.10
0.09
0.08
0.07
0.06
0.05 ~
0.04
0.03
0.02
0.01

Model: T~ve= 1873 F

Data: Te = 1624 F

(7)



zeta Burner Project, Cymric Mode—
Furnace Location at 4 feet

o.Eo
t-urnace Radius (ft)

.,

Stage 2

No (PPm)

Model: T~ve= 2161 F

Data: T, =1637F



Alzeta Burner Project, Cymric Model - Staae 2—
Furnace Location at 16 feet u-—

Furnace Radius (ft) -

No (PPfw

Model: T~v,= 1873 F
Data: Te =1624F



Alzeta Burner Project, Cymric Model -
Option 1- Furnace Location at 4 feet

Stage 2

—.—
Furnace Radius (ft)

. .,

Gas Temp.
(F)

,
2500
2400
2300
2200
2100
2000
1900
1800
1700
1600
1500
1400
1300

Model:

Data: T1 = 1637 F



Alzeta Burner Project, Cymric
Option 2- Furnace Location

Model -
at 4 feet

Stage 2

Furnace Radius (ft) - ‘
—-—

Gas Temp.
‘F)

2500
2400
2300
2200
2100
2000
1900
1800
1700
1600
1500
1400
1300

Model: T~ve= 21 !j6 ‘F

Data: T, = 1637 ‘F



Alzeta Burner Project, Cymric Model - Stage 2
Option 3- Furnace Gas Temperatures

Gas Temperature

(n
A

R 2500 A

2200 A

1900 A
1800 A
1700 A
1600
1500 A“
1400 A

“-~w%s(--q

m Iv
Test Data: Model: Model Ave:

= 1637 “F T, ->2450 “F TA~~=2159“F
– 1655 “F T~->2520 “F T~~~=2140“F

T;: 1688 “F T~->1930 “F TIQ~~=1923 “F
T.= 1624 “F TG->1840 “F TIG~~=1852 “F

Strips Burner inlet

.
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Alzeta Burner Project, Cymric Model - Stage 2
Option 3- Furnace Heat Flux

Surface Heat Flux
(kBTU/hr ft’)

[

15
12
9
6
3

Strips Burner Inlet

/’7,



Alzeta Burner Project, Cymric Model - Stage 2
Option 3- Furnace NO, Levels

Model: Model Ave:
T1 ->2450 ‘F TA~~= 2159 ‘F
Ta ->2520 ‘F T~~~= 2140 “F
T~->1930 ‘F TIA~~=1923 “F
Te ->1840 ‘F T1e~~=1852 ‘F

NOX 16ft = 6.7 ppm

Strips Burner inlet

r,.
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Alzeta Burner Project, Cymric Model
Option 3- I%rnace Location at 4 feet

Stage 2

0.E
Furnace Radius (ft)

Gas

Model:

Data:

Temp.
:°F)

2500
2400
2300
2200
2100
2000
1900
1800
1700
1600
1500
1400
1300

T~v,=2159 “F

T, = 1637 “F



Alzeta Burner Project, CYmric Model - Stage 2
Option 3- Furnace ~ocation at 8 feet

Furnace Radius (ft) ‘-- . “

Gas Temp.
:°F)

2500
2400
2300
2200
2100
2000
1900
1800
1700
1600
1500
1400
1300

Model: T~v,=2140 “F

Data: T~ = 1655 ‘F



Alzeta Burner Project, Cymric Model - Stage 2
Option 3- Furnace Location at 16 feet

Furnace Radius (ft)

GasiTemp.
(F)o

2500
2400
2300
2200
2100
2000
1900
1800
1700
1600
1500
1400
1300

Model: T~v,= 1852 “F

Data: TG = 1624 ‘F

@



Alzeta Burner Project, Cymric Model -
Option 3- Furnace Location at 4 feet

Staae 2

o.E

2.0
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1.2
1.0
0.8
0.6
0.4
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Data: T, = 1637 ‘F
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Alzeta Burner Project, Cymric Model
Option 3- Furnace Location at 4 feet

Stage 2

0.

iii
Furnace Radius (ft) -

co (?’WOI)

2.0
1.8
1.6
1.4
1.2
1.0
0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2

Model: T~v,=2159 “F

Data: T, = 1637 “F



Alzeta Burner Project, CYmric Model - Stage 2
Option 3- Furnace Location at 16 feet

Furnace Radius (ft) ‘-- - -

co (%VOI)—

Model: T~v,=1852 ‘F

Data: TG = 1624 “F



Alzeta Burner Project, CYmric Model - Stage 2
Option 3- Furnace Eocation at 4 feet

I

Nox (PPm
--

Model: T~v,= 2159 ‘F

Data: T, = 1637 ‘F



Alzeta Burner Project, Cymric Model -
Option 3- Furnace Location at 16 feet

Stage 2

Furnace Radius (ft) ‘-- . “

Nox (PPm
-“

Model: T~v~=1852 “F

Data: T, = 1624 ‘F



I I Furnace Gas Temperature (“F) I I Average

Case Description
h

Test Test Point Data 1637 ‘F 1655 “F

;AJge[+:;;?$y@a@he~?:Ave.Q@@j :2009..Qy$. . . ,> .. .. ... <?’.,

Base Model Point Data 2500 “F 2500 “F

\ ., ,
; :W@@l@6@d+@+,‘: 2f5(yp:’::!:q3$:aF:.,

-..~,<.,. ....,,.’.,,. .

Option 3 Model Point Data 2450 “F 2520 “F 1930”F I 1840”F I -- I --

Table: Stage Two Summary Results



Alzeta Burner Project, Cymric Model - Stage 2
Temperature Data Results
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